The Magical Green Drink

Chlorophyll is the pigment that gives plants and algae its green color. Chlorophyll is essential for photosynthesis,
allowing the plant to harvest the sunlight and convert it into starch and sugar. The most abundant chlorophyll is
found in the leaves, and lesser in the trunk and fruits. However, chlorophyll is not just important for plants to
produce energy, it is also important for human. We depend on chlorophyll for producing the foods we eat and
recycling the air we breathe. Not only that, but many people have also been using chlorophyll to improve their
health.
Chlorophyll has been used as supplements for many people to improve their health, either in liquid form or tablets .
There are many benefits of chlorophyll in improving human health, most people used Chlorophyll helps in
promoting.

1. Healthy digestion

Its function in cleansing the intestinal system .Maintaining intestinal microorganisms and promotes bowel movements.
The increased in bowel movements resolve constipation and reduce the discomforts caused by gas. Besides that,
chlorophyll also helps to facilitate colon cleansing by reducing the absorption of its look-alike compound, heme-iron,
and thus reduce the risk of colon cancer.

2. Detoxification

Furthermore, studies had shown that chlorophyll is able to bind to potential carcinogens and reduce the absorption
in the intestine. For example, chlorophyll had been proven to be able to reduce the absorption of the fungal toxin,
aflatoxin in humans significantly. Aflatoxin is a procarcinogen which can damage our DNA, leading to liver cancer
and hepatitis. Besides protecting the liver from aflatoxin damage, chlorophyll is also able to promote the
detoxification in the liver by binding to the toxic chemical and heavy metals compounds in the liver. This helps to
promote optimal liver health.

3. Wound Healing

Chlorophyll is also able to promote wound healing and protect our skin. Recent studies had shown that chlorophyll
has effective anti-microbial properties, especially in combating yeast infections. In addition to that, chlorophyll has
been used as ointments to heal open wounds, such as ulcers and cold sores. The high antioxidants content in
chlorophyll is able to reduce wound inflammation and its anti-microbial properties prevent the growth of bacteria
in wounds, thus speed up wound healing.

4. Reducing foul odors

In addition, to speed up wound healing, chlorophyll even helps to control foul odors caused by bacterial
accumulation in the wound. These deodorizing properties of chlorophyll are valuable for many people in other
aspects as well. It is effective in reducing body odor, including bad breath, urine, and fecal odor. The antimicrobial
and anti-inflammatory properties of chlorophyll allow it to combat foul body odor inside and out.

5. Increasing red blood cells

Besides that, chlorophyll also helps in increasing the red blood cells. The similar structure of chlorophyll to red blood
cells might allow the body to produce heme, thus enables the body to regenerate and restore red blood cells.
Hence, it is good for those who are anemic and experience blood loss, such as women and those who underwent
surgery.
One of the most common sources of chlorophyll supplements is alfalfa. Compare to other plants, alfalfa is very high
in protein and amino acid. Alfalfa is also a good source of iron, magnesium, folic acid, and others trace minerals
and vitamins. Taking chlorophyll extracted from alfalfa might allow us to harvest the nutrients from the plants and
chlorophyll itself which is also a powerful, nutrient-dense compound that helps to improve human health in many
ways.

K-Liquid Chlorophyll is extracted from alfalfa, known for its highly valued nutrients. Alfalfa, also known as the father of
food in Arabic due to its powerful healing properties is a natural source of nutrients that are used to cleanse, nourish
and rejuvenate the body.

